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• Why are thermospheric trends relevant to this workshop?!

• Brief review!

• Data – Model Comparisons!

• Two little problems!



Global Cooling in the Upper Atmosphere?!
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• Trace gases that are active in the infrared (“greenhouse gases”) tend to cool 
the upper atmosphere, even as they warm the troposphere.!

• This is due to the atmosphere becoming progressively more optically thin with 
increasing altitude, and collisional excitation becoming dominant over absorption 
as local thermodynamic equilibrium breaks down.!

• Model predictions of upper atmosphere cooling from increasing CO2, CH4:!
Roble & Dickinson, 1989; Rishbeth & Roble, 1992;!
Akmaev & Formichev, 1998; 2000; Gruzdev & Brasseur, 2005; etc.!

• Considerable recent work on detection of secular trends:!
• The strongest evidence of cooling in the upper atmosphere is the secular 
decrease in thermospheric density inferred from satellite drag observations:!

Keating et al., 2000; Emmert et al., 2004; Marcos et al., 2005!
• Consequent decrease in peak altitude of the ionosphere!

!Summary by Lastovicka et al., Science, 2006!
• Secular trends in mesopause temperatures?!

!Various evidence; difficult to measure!
• Some review articles:!

Roble, 1995; Thomas, 1996; Beig et al., 2003; Lastovicka, 2004; Qian et al., 2011!



Observed / Inferred Global Change Scenario!
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Satellite Drag Data!

Radar,!
Lidar; 
Rocketsonde; 
Airglow; !
Satellite; !
etc.!

Ionosonde Data!

Lastovicka et al., 2006!



Elemental Composition of the Thermosphere/Exosphere!

5!Figure by John Emmert, Space Climate White Paper!



Model Prediction of Global Change in the Thermosphere 
Roble & Dickinson [1989] !
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Global mean temperature, density, and composition study!
for doubled and halved CO2 and CH4!



TIME-GCM Simulations of Solar Cycle Effects on Trends!
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Solar Min GC-NC! Solar Max GC-NC!
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Effects of CO2 Change Depend on Solar Cycle!

Greater thermospheric density relative change for perpetual solar 
minimum conditions than for perpetual solar maximum conditions!

Qian et al., 2006!



Solar Cycle Changes in CO2 and NO Cooling Rates!
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CO2 cooling is relatively more important at solar minimum (2008) than at solar 
maximum (2002) as the NO cooling rate declines, so thermosphere temperature 
and density trend is larger.!

After Mlynczak et al., 2010!



Thermospheric Density Trend Inferred  
from Satellite Drag Observations!
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~5% / decade decrease at solar minimum!

Annual Averages! 81-day Averages!

After Emmert et al., 2010!



Measurements and Models of Thermospheric Density Trends  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After Lastovicka et al., 2008!



Why is the Thermosphere Cooling 
Faster than Models Predict?!
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...well, our models, anyway.!

...i.e., Rayʼs models.!

• The greatest discrepancy appears to be during low solar activity.  Model 
simulations for solar minimum conditions give only about half the measured rate of 
change (~2.5% per decade as opposed to ~5% per decade).!

• Round up the usual suspects:!
— Greenhouse gases other than CO2!
— Cooling rates!
— Troposphere/stratosphere processes!
— Composition change !

• SABER measurements hold the answer!

• May have results by TREND 2012!
— Sept. 11–14, Buenos Aires, Argentina!



Solar Cycle Changes in CO2 and NO Cooling Rates!
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CO2 cooling is relatively more important at solar minimum (2008) than at solar 
maximum (2002) as the NO cooling rate declines, so thermosphere temperature 
and density trend is larger.!

“The largest uncertainty in the energetics of the upper mesosphere and lower 
thermosphere is the magnitude of the rate coefficient for deactivation of the 
bending mode of carbon dioxide by atomic oxygen.”!

! !— R. G. Roble, Encyclopedia of Atmospheric Science, 2003 !

After Mlynczak et al., 2010!



Thermospheric Density Trend Inferred  
from Satellite Drag Observations!
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~5% / decade decrease at solar minimum!

Annual Averages! 81-day Averages!

After Emmert et al., 2010!



Thermospheric Density Trend Inferred  
from Satellite Drag Observations!
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Annual Averages! 81-day Averages!

~5% / decade decrease at solar minimum!

After Emmert et al., 2010!
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Anomalously Low Thermospheric Densities during the 
Recent Solar Minimum !

• First noticed following launch of the C/NOFS satellite in summer 2008!
—Unusually low ionospheric altitude/density/temperature [e.g., Heelis et al., 2009]!

• Could be several possible explanations:!
— Anomalously low solar EUV irradiance (but F10.7 index only slightly lower)!
— Anomalously low geomagnetic activity (very low during mid-2008 – late 2009)!
— Seasonal effect (densities are always lower in northern hemisphere summer)!
— Anthropogenic change (relatively larger at solar minimum)!
— Some sort of lower atmosphere effect!

• C/NOFS and other observations were followed measurements of multi-year record 
lows in thermospheric density from satellite drag analysis [Emmert et al., 2010]!

— Eliminates seasonal explanation!
— Probably eliminates lower atmosphere explanation!



Density and F10.7 at Solar Minimum!
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Global average neutral density at 400 km, 81-day average and annual average (top), 
F10.7 Solar Activity Index (bottom)!

[after Emmert et al.,, 2010]!

-30%!

-4%!



Solar EUV Measurements from SOHO SEM!
• SOHO SEM band (26-34 nm) indicates 15% less irradiance in 2008 than in 1996!

[Didkovsky et al., SOHO-23 Workshop Proceedings, 2010]!
Quoted uncertainty is 6%!

• LASP rocket and TIMED SEE results are consistent with the SEM measurements!
Uncertainty of ~20%!



Comparison of F10.7 Index to Mg II Core-to-Wing Ratio!

19!MgII data analysis courtesy of Rodney Viereck, NOAA/SWPC!



Simulations using the NCAR TIE-GCM!
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NCAR Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Electrodynamics General Circulation Model!
Temperature and density simulations at 400 km, using Mg II c/w index!

2008 simulation includes combined effect of solar EUV decrease and CO2 increase!



Global Mean Density — Model to Measurement Comparison!
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Comparison of 1996 to 2008 Low Activity Baseline!
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Summary of Model Results!
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Solar!
EUV!

Geo-
magnetic!

CO2 
cooling!

Total 
change!

Satellite Drag Data ! -29%!
TIE-GCM! -22%! -2.2%! -3%! -27%!
NRLMSISE-00! -21%! -3.5%! n/a! -25%!

Annual average global mean density at 400 km!
Using MgII c/w to calculate solar EUV and FUV!

Percentage differences from 1996 to 2008!

• In these simulations, the primary cause of lower thermospheric temperature and 
density during the 2008-2009 solar minimum, compared to the previous solar 
minimum, was lower than “usual” solar EUV irradiance.!
• Secular change due to increasing CO2 makes a small but significant contribution.!
• Lower geomagnetic activity during 2008-2009 also makes a small but significant 
contribution.!
• Solomon et al., Geophys. Res. Lett., 37, L16103, 2010.!
• Solomon et al., J. Geophys Res., 116, A00H07, 2011.!
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Quo Vadis?!
• The best way to untangle secular change from solar and geomagnetic 
disturbances is to measure the upper atmosphere over time at the same levels of 
activity.!

• There has been an implicit assumption that at solar minimum, with quiet solar and 
geomagnetic conditions, the external forcing is invarient from one cycle to the next.!

• Since there is now strong evidence that this isnʼt true, (regardless of cause), what 
do we do in the future?!

• Perhaps F10.7 is still a valid long-term index for decoupling solar activity from 
secular change (if we ignore, instead of emphasizing, its behavior at solar 
minimum).!

• Perhaps the Mg II c/w index can be a valid long-term index for decoupling solar 
activity from secular change (if issues surrounding the intercalibration of different 
measurements can be resolved). !

• There is really no substitute for accurate and continuous measurement of solar 
ultraviolet input and solar wind / geomagnetic forcing.!


